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Yet any first step nearer the plains and to the petty money-grubbing 
and pretence that sickened me again as I drew nearer to it, could not 
but make them unhappier. Better, it seemed, to leave them in the 
hills that we had enjoyed together, salute them in passing and be thank-· 
ful to have seen happiness ; perhaps, I thought, to buy them a new 
hookah. For they broke theirs, on the journey. 
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HE mountains of Southern Sinai are admired by many thousands 
of travellers every year, and viewed from the decks of ~ liner 

. passing through the Gulf of Suez they are no mean sight. These 
hills are welcome by virtue of their height after the days of watery 
flatness in the Red Sea or, if one is going south, as a contrast to the 
level desert of the canal area of Egypt. I first saw them in I 929. The 
sun was just rising behind them and outlines were merged into one 
linear · and jagged horizon ; I hoped then that I. might one day visit 
these peaks and my wish was granted in 1943. I was posted to Egypt in 
1941, a move that at first did not look like being productive of any 
mountain experience; the Gebel Attaka, a big limestone massif, rising 
to over 2500 feet, near Suez, provided pleasant walking and safe 
scrambling; it was whilst in search of more information about these 
hills that I obtained an introduction to M. J. Daumas. Now he and 
his friend M. Laroche have devoted their holidays over a number of 
years to exploration of the Sinai mountains, and I was il\vited to join 
them on their next trip. The 1942 leave proved abortive owing to the 
nature of my duties, and I had to fall back on the not unpleasant alter
native of a skiing holiday in the mountains of Lebanon. In November 
1943 I was more fortunate in my plans. 

Daumas ·and Laroche have for many years been systematically ex
ploring the Sinai mountains, have checked up existing maps and 
reports and carried out climbs on many peaks. On the present occasion 
their expedition began by taking us up a narrow, long and wild wadi, 
which ·by the variance of its features from its mapping would appear 
not to have been investigated adequately before ; it also · included 
probably new, though not difficult routes ~p two of the highest 
mountains. 

As I feel greatly indebted to my friends for their invitation to accom
pany the.m and am an."'<ious to claim no share in their observations, 
beyond altimeter readings with my aneroid, I shall limit my remarks 
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to generalities which may interest any who should propose to visit 
Southern Sinai. It is much to be hoped that Daumas and Laroche will 
publish a work on their experience&- and observations in the not distant 
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future ; Daumas already has one book to his credit. In my present 
situation I am unable to refer to any articles on the mountains of Sinai, 
but the Librarian informs me that these are few in number. 

The real mountains lie to the south end of Sinai, thol!gh sizeable 
cliffs and ridges are a feature of the central regions and such can be 
seen from Suez ; these latter are reported to be of limestone and sand
stone and of little climbing interest, whereas the big peaks to the south 
are of excellent and picturesque granite. 

They are seen to good advantage from the Gulf of Suez and are 
separated from the shore by a broad stretch of sandy, or in places more 
stony desert. The wadis which divide these mountains vary from 
broad valleys with sand or rock beds, sparsely scattered with vegetation, 
to narrow rocky gorges. Here and there are to be enco.untered extensive 
plains of tableland. An oasis, populated by palm trees, is a welco.me 
relief .to the eyes, and at the rare larger ones will be found perhaps 
Bedouin villages whilst smaller ones may be in part under cultivation. 
Tlie broader and more level wadis are suitable for loaded camels and 
used by the itinerant Bedouin. It is · ifl1portant to know the locati9n 
of water holes when climbing in unfrequented parts, and whilst some 
are marked on the maps there is no certainty that a hole may not have 
become useless following a dry season. 

In the centre of this wild range lies the convent of St. Katherine, 
nestling in a wadi under Gebel Musa, the mountain of the prophet 
Moses. This convent has been described by a number of trave~lers ; 
permission to visit it has to be obtained in advan<;e. My friends were 
well known and we received a most kindly welcome on the night that 
we stayed there from Mgr. Porphyrios Ill, the Archbishop of Sinai, 
and his monks. Now it is possible to reach the convent in about six 
hours by car from Suez by going along the desert road which runs 
along the west coast. Beyond Abu Senima, which is about halfway, the 
coastal road is left and the journey is colltinued through sandy and 
rocky valleys with a good prospect of disas~er to tyres, springs and axles. 
The journey from Abu Senima by camel is more direct and takes three 
days, but as camels have no tyres, springs or axles the Bedouin still 
prefer camels. I am of one mind with the Bedouin. Abu Senima is 
the best point by land from which to enter the mountain regions, 
though the desert coastal road runs onward to the southern tip, passing 
through Tor, a small port. I was not able to discover what travelling 
facilities to the south could be obtained at Aqaba. On this occasion we 
went to Tor by sea in a ship which carried a cargo of fresh water for 
lighthouses and of convicts for the Tor penal settlement. The latter 
were stowed in the forward hold. We ourselves had a very com
fortable journey. 

As a party must take its own provisions it is necessary to hire camels 
for transport at Abu Senima or Tor ; this can be done on the spot, 
and obviously someone in the party must be able to speak Arabic. By 
sending the baggage party of camels and their attendant Bedouin 
through wadisl that the loaded animals can negotiate to pre-arranged 
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meeting places at water points, one can travel by the steeper wadis, 
traverse cols and mountains and meet the animals every second or third 
day to restock rucksacks and have one or two more formidable meals 
at the same time. No remarks are needed about suitable food which 
must depend upon the party's taste, but gifts of flour and rice are 
welcomed by the Bedouin. There is fuel in sufficiency from dry bush 
and scrub wherever one is likely to camp. In November it was not too 
cold to sleep in the open in a sleeping bag, but it gets much colder in 
midwinter when a tent would be advantageous. The days would be 
too hot to make climbing more than a penance in the summer months. 
Water, as already mentioned, must be obtained from the occasional 
spring or water hole ; a Bedouin guide is probably more reliable than 
reference to the map some springs. go dry, others . reappear from 
season to season. 
· It is not right for the occasional traveller to discuss, as if he. knew 

them, the people of a remote place. This region is sparsely populated 
and away from the larger oases or a caravan route one is unlikely' to 
meet anybody. Untouched by the outside world, the Bedouin of Sinai 
are natural, polite and friendly people ; they have the instincts of the 
Arab, bargajning and hospitality amongst them. Laroche hired a 
guide named Fatur in Tor, who was in many ways astonishing. He 
possessed a fine knowledge of the district, was a useful rock climber 
with or without (usually without) sandals, was tireless on the move 
and carried a heavy load wrapped negligently in a big cloth and slung 
ov~r his back. If I were very tired he would also balance my rucksack 
on his head to give me a rest.. He was as might be expected an 
expert' at lighting fires with flint and tinder, finding dry fuel and doing 
the one hundred and one things that an Arabic story book would expect 
of him. I do not know if there are many like him in Sinai. 

This leads me to attempt to describe the mountains themselves. 
Without literary gifts it is ~ifficult to convey the impressions made by 
a fresh range of mountains, but if a traveller with time only to ascend 
a single peak wished to get the most extensive panorama he would be 
advised to ascend Gebel Katherine ; this is the highest mountain in 
Sinai, is in the middle of the range and has only one defect, if it is a 
defect, in that there is a path to the top. Gebel Katherine has two 
summits of almost equal height ; on the southern summit stands a 
disused observatory, · on the· northern summit stands a chapel which 
marks the site where tradition places the finding of St. Katherine's 
mortal remains miraculously transported · from the scene of her 
martyrdom. By permission of the Archbishop, a monk may accom
pany one to, or meet one on the summit, open the chapel and allow the 
visitor to spend the night in its small dormitory. Means for cooking 
and a small sitting room are also available. 

The view from this summit is wild and vast. . The highest peaks lie 
southwards, where two which we had just climbed, Gebel Urn Shomer 
and G.ebel Rimhan, made perhaps the finest s~o'wing in the light of 
sunset. Their summits, a two days' journey off, made a good gauge for 
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distance as we gazed around. Mountains surrounded us on every side 
intersected by wadis or stretches of undulating table land ; the Cerbal 
to the north-west, a ridge of bold summits, is perhaps the finest of the 
western peaks. Further afield the eye picks up the western shore of the 
Gulf of Suez and beyond this a great mountain, Gebel Garib, with a 
domelike summit reminiscent of one of Sheba's Breasts in King 
Solomon's Mines. One wondered if Rider Haggard had seen Gebel 
Garib. To the north the mountains decrease in height as they recede 
into tl;le distance, and eastward, · beyond the Gulf of Aqaba, the dim 
shape of far off mountains in Arabia is illuminated by the setting sun. 

Gebel Katheiine has little of climbing interest, and our only two 
ascents of interest from this aspect were Urn Shomer and Rimhan, 
neither of which need present difficulty. My friends told me that the 
rock was typical of the majority of the mountains ; it had the satis
factory feel that goes with granite, and one was astonished by the 
thought of the number of routes from simple to severe that by now 
would have been worked out if Sinai were within easy reach of a 
mountain-loving nation. At present p'retty well any but the most 

. obvious way up will be a new approach to the summit. The best 
cl.imb, Urn Shomer, took about six hours and was pleasant scrambling 
except for onf difficult section, reminiscent of an anxious day on 
Lliwed.d in 1932. The route chosen by I~aroche was new in all 
probability. On the summit was a jar, and the names inscribed within 
on bits of paper just ran into double figures ; the dates varied by nearly 
half a century. Urn Shomer is the second highest mountain in Sinai 
and an excellent viewpoint, which probably accounts for the freque.ncy 
of its visitors. 

• 

Unfortunately, army leave being brief, these two mountains, 
followed by Gebel Katherine and then a day spent in exploring the 
·many recesses contained within the ridge of Gebel Musa, were all that 
we h~d time for in the way of mountains. To reach our first camp 
in Wadi Rimhan, from which we climbed our first two peaks, we vtent 
up a long, interesting and somewhat difficult valley which took two 
days of hard going and filled Daumas with joy because we app~ared 
.to be passing through virgin territory; we crossed a .. high col and met 
our camels in Wadi Rimhan on the third day. The long and undulating 
walk from this place to Gebel Katherine took a day and a half and can 
be likened to a long moorland tramp, substituting wilderness for moor. 

Of ac.tual climbing I thus saw little enough in so short a leave, but I 
saw many mountains, perhaps ascend~d a few times, on which cliJV.bs 
of any ease or difficulty await the time when more mountaineers come. 
I do not think they ever will, because few who live near at hand are 
interested and those who live afar can get better mountaineering 
closer to their homes. Such climbers as do journey to Southern Sinai 
will be disappointed unless they have other objects in view too. The 
somewhat primitive pleasures of living as the Bedouin live, of camel 
riding and of enjoying .the spirit of the wilderness must appeal to them. 
I ~o not think animal life offers much except to the entomologist, but 
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the botanist would find much of beauty hidden away in some valleys. 
To a student of Semitic language and custom the Bedouin will be even 
more interesting than to tpe uninitiated, and the question arises what 
awaits the spade of the archaeologist ; I am told there are tumuli here 
and there, and no doubt much else . 
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When I left Daumas and Laroche, who had more extensive leave, I 
had to make a three days' camel journey from the convent to Abu 
Senima, where I hoped to contact a lorry from the local mine. My 
friends gave me a dozen useful Arabic phrases for the journey, a map 
.complete with full instructions, and an assurance that my two Bedouin 
boys if not the camels themselves knew the way. Those three days 
were a most happy finale to my holiday. Quietly swinging along on a 
camel, or getting off when the camel seemed too hard to sit on any 
longer, it was possible to· meditate on the vast, wild beauty of this 
isolated country, to begin to appreciate the hardness of Bedouin life, 
and to realise perhaps ever so little what the wilderness meant to the 
prophets. We ascended a long wadi and descended the other side of 
the col, crossed a wide plain and spent a ~ight at the big valley oasis of 
Feiran, where Bedouin gave us dates and a lone monk gave me a night's 
lodging and three loaves of bread ; on the next day we sauntered on 
down Wadi Feiran, turned north over a col at Gebel Mokateb a 
vividly yellow mountain and descended another wadi where we 
camped in the open and shared our fire and a tin of herring with two 
elderly camel drivers. On the third day we crossed a final col and then 
made our way to the sea, following its shore northwards to Abu Senima, 
where I dismissed my two Bedouin boys with regret, and Mr. Smith, 
the mining engineer, made me welcome for the night in his bungalow. 
H~ saw me off to Suez in his lorry early the following morning. 

I do not belong to any cu~t of Alpine mysticism ; the Alps fill me 
with extravert joy and any awe that I feel is due to physical cowardice 
at the prospects of an impending climb. My feelings in Sinai were 
rather different ; I seemed to have stepped back in time to a more 
primitive life and more primitive beliefs. There was something in 
the wilderness· that mattered to the prophets, perhaps there is still 
something there ; perhaps the monks at St. Katherine's monastery 
still value that something. 
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